
DRONE ROUTING BEYOND LINE OF SIGHT:

DRONE FMS:

Mobius Logic’s advanced capabilities in AI can transform your company’s logistics operations. 
With innovative tools built using Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services, and ranging from patent-
ed drone routing technologies to capabilities in flight line management for sUAS as well as 
AI/ML technology to enhance predictive maintenance or inventory forecasting, improve supply 
chain management, and retain and achieve decision advantage over adversaries, Mobius Logic 
is the partner you need to tackle your organization’s logistics challenges while increasing 
efficiency and value.

Mobius Logic’s Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA)—compliant, scalable, and AI-driven 
drone flight management platform, Drone 
FMS, available on Microsoft Azure, offers three 
core competencies: airspace access and flight 
planning; efficient, low-risk flight operations; 

and a complete system of record for all flight 
activities.  Drone FMS integrates with most 
ERP systems to streamline tracking of flight 
hours and the status of work orders and      
missions. It connects with national airspace 
notification services, including NOTAM and 
LAANC, and is available in multi-tenant and 
single-tenant installation options on Azure. 

The use of autonomous drones can drastically 
improve logistics dynamics, especially in 
warehouse operations, but deploying automat-
ed drones carries significant risk.  Mobius 
Logic’s patented beyond line of sight sUAS 
drone routing algorithm, implemented on 
Microsoft Azure, calculates the safest path, 
allowing pilots to avoid potential dangers and 
ensuring operational efficiency. With over five 
years of experience with this patented drone 
routing technology, Mobius Logic can help your 
organization effectively deploy autonomous 
drones, bringing your logistics operations into 
the future.
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PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE: 

Mobius Logic uses complex AI to improve 
maintenance decision processes at the field, 
depot, and enterprise level by making sense of 
disparate data sources and predicting future 
maintenance needs.  For example, using 
Microsoft Azure Cloud Technology, Mobius 
Logic’s experts can deploy AI for predictive 
maintenance where AI can emulate a subject 
matter expert determination of the health of 
the part, then inform the maintenance com-
munity on limitations and changes required. AI 
can even be used to develop maintenance 
troubleshooting paradigms, drastically 
enhancing organizational efficiency by provid-
ing predictability.

Making accurate predictions about supply and 
demand is vital for successfully running your 
organization.  Using Microsoft Azure Cognitive 
Services, Mobius Logic uses algorithms to 
accurately predict future trends for goods and 
supplies, making sure organizations are ready 
to meet their customers’ needs. 

Mobius Logic’s MAKANA is a cloud-based MLOps 
platform, built on Microsoft Azure, that makes it 
easy for data scientists and software applica-
tion developers to implement DevOps for 
Machine Learning (ML) through comprehensive 
support for all phases of the ML life cycle. 

MAKANA allows organizations to quickly 
realize the value of their ML models and retain 
that value over time, ensuring data scientists, 
business users and software development 
teams are collaborating effectively. As a 
SBIR-funded technology, MAKANA qualifies 
for sole source procurement.

MAKANA FOR ADVANCED 
DECISION-MAKING:

ABOUT MOBIUS LOGIC 

Mobius Logic is a leader in next-generation digital 
and software services. Mobius Logic helps organi-
zations make their data ready for analytics, 
empower data science and data-driven decisions 
across the organization, and rapidly adopt machine 
learning to outpace the competition. Mobius Logic 
was founded in 2004 and has delivered successful 
innovations to hundreds of clients, including 
Microsoft, HP, ADM, Medtronic, Coca-Cola, the US 
Air Force, and others. Mobius Logic is a Microsoft 
Gold partner and has collaborated with Microsoft 
on its product development efforts.  

For more information, visit www.mobiuslogic.com   
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